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CRAZY RICH AllD ASIA"
The Hollywood movie has received its share of both rave reviews and detractors. Yet, amid the seemingly
carefree lives of the rich and famous are real concerns of wealth preservation and transfer.
nancial services, agribusiness and telecoms. "We foresee a significant wealth transfer of business, especially if the process of picking a
In Singapore, the list of 50 richest people is Us $2. I trillion in the next 20 years globalIy. successor is conducted in an ad-hoc manner.
sia is, without a doubt, home to a
led by brothers Robert and Philip Ng, who con- With the rise of Asia-Pacific, we will be wit- "it succession planning is not discussed exfast-growing number of the world's ITol private landlord and property developer Far nessing one of the largest wealth transfers, PIicitly, it is a disruption from within, " Wong
richest people. For the first time, Asian East Organization. They are reportedIy worth as 45 % of wealth will be transferred in the tells The BEtgeStngapore in a recent interview.
billionaires have autoumbered their
$11.9 billion, according 10 Forbes Asia. Others next five years and around 70 % in the next So, how are wealthy families in Asia transUs counterparts, on the back of the on the listinclude property Iycoon Kwek Leng 10 years, " Anurug Mahesh, Asia-Pacific head fernng their wealth to their posterity and serise of China's entrepreneurs. A new billionaire Beng of Hong Leong Group and City Develop- of the global family office group at UBS CIOb- letting the successor of their businesses?
is created in Asia every other day, according merits, who is worth $7.6 billion; and bank- ai Wealth Management, tells The E(tge SingaTrans, erring wealth
to UBS and PWC in a joint report on the bil- ing magnate Wee Cho Yaw of United Over- pore via email.
Young Jin Yee, managing director and mar- In the West, a trust is usually the preferred velionaire set. There were 162 new binionaires seas Bank (UOBj, who is worth $6.4 billion
BY IEFFREY TAN

in Asia in 2016, compared with 39 in the Us Peter Lim, who was formerly a stockbroker ket group head for Singapore at Credit Suisse, hide used by wealthy families to pass on their
and 24 in Europe. However, while the Us still and now invests in property, healthcare and concurs. "In Asia, a lot of wealth is now in the wealth to the next generation. This is because
commanded most of the wealth, Asia is like- sports, is worth 32.5 billion. He derived much transition phase. We do have new sectors such a trust has advantages over a will, says Young

Iy to overtake it in four years, if the current of his wealth from cashing out of palm oil 81- as technology where people are creating new of Credit Suisse. in particular, a trust can distrend of growth continues.

ant Wilmar International several years ago. wealth. Most of our clients are actually from tribute wealth over multiple generations under

Mukesh Am bam, chairman of conglomer- Many of these high-net-worth individuals the firsi generation and now into the second certain terms set out by the trustor. For examate Reliance Industries, is Asia's richest man. (HNWlsj are the creators of their own wealth, generation; a few of them are from the second pie, a child gets only $1 million each year upon
He is worth Us $44.3 binion ($60.7 billion), ac- The UBS/PWC report also observed that the generation now into the third, " she tells The reaching 21 years of age, instead of getting the
entire share of wealth. "Parents are Imindfull of
cording to some estimates. Following close be- proportion of self-made billionaires has been Edge Singapore in a recent interview.
hind is Allbaba Group Holding founder Jack increasing over time, and now accounts for Along with wealth transfers, planning is this tact. They want to give it slowly, " she says.
Ma, who is reported Iy worth Us $44 billion. some 60% of the current billionaire cohort. another key area of focus for wealthy jami- in Asia, however, this has yet to catch on,

Many of the region's richest families can Their riches were obtained through success- lies. According to the 2017 UBS Global Fami- though there are some early adopters, says

be found in Southeast Asia. Malaysia's Kuok ful businesses founded in the Iasi century, Iy Office Report, nearly half of family offices Young. This is because wealth is still grow-

family, led by patriarch Robert Kuok, is worth and the latest surge in wealth is driven in part in Asia-Pacific say they are in the process of ing in Asia. "in Europe, wealth was created
Us $148 billion, according to forbes Asia. The by the synchronised global economic growth developing a succession plan. in Singapore, some time ago; it is now aboui preservation
Kuok family derived much of its wealth from over the past year, coupled with the boom in 67% of family offices in Singapore are in the and distribution. in Asia. typically, it is in the
its commodities trading business in the 20th equity markets.

process of developing a succession plan. This midst of creation. We are still in the growth

century, and has now expanded into other Today, many of the first generation HNWls compares with 29 % of Hong Kong family of- mode, " she says.

businesses such as property and hospital- are in their twilight years' Some have retired, fices. "Based on our discussion with family Tan Kuan Em, head o Singapore coverage
icy. Indonesia's Widjaja family, helmed by while others have taken more of a backseat at offices, succession planning has always been for investment banking and capita mar ets
Eka Titpta Widjaja, is worth Us $91 billion, the businesses they control, though they still a key priority for our clients, " says Mahesh. at Credit Suisse, says most of the joun ers o
according to Forbes Asia. The Widjaja faint- exert some influence
Iy gained much of its wealth from a variety

Lee Wong, head of Asia's family services at businesses in Southeast Asia tend to still stay

Given this backdrop, a rush in wealth trans- Lombard Odier, agrees. She says this is a po- in the business. He says he has seen a minority

of businesses, such as paper, real estate, 11- for from one generation to the next is expected. tential point of conflict within a family and the of cases in w it t e painarc or in a riarc
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Global industry distribution of wealth (2015 to 20.6)
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sells the business and passes the proceeds to gage them. The inability 10 express their authe next generation. "The wealth is ultimate- 10nomy and control of [what] the future brings
Iy not passed on until there is a share transfer are other reasons, " she says
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Multi-generation al

to the kid. The only exception is the patriarch

and more diverse the group, the more likely inurenis and bars. Last year, it opened The

or matriarch chooses to sell Ihe company and Striking out

it is Ihat not everyone joins the family firm, Warehouse Hotel.

distribute the proceeds. Or, they hand down indeed, one in four heirs to the world's big- so we will naturally see more family members in Malaysia, Rachel Lau, daughier of the
the shares to the next generation. But not that gest family fortunes is pursuing his own ven- starting their own businesses as business tom- Iaie real estate magnate Lau Boon Ann, is
often, " he says.
ture, independent of the family business, ac- 11ies grow larger, " says Marteen Dideman, an now running her own venture capital firm,
Still, some families have gone down the cording to the Next Generation Study by PWC expert on strategy and governance in Asian RHL Ventures. She started the firm in 2016
acquisition route. Young recalls one of the consultants, released late last year.

family business groups at the National Uni- with two other heirs of prominent Southeast
Asian families: Raja Hamzah Abidin, son o1 a

bank's clients, where the son decided to buy The study, which surveyed 100 sdons from versity of Singapore

out his father's controlling share of the coin- across the world, suggests that many find work InterestingIy, venturing outside the family former Malaysian minister, and Lionel Leong,
pany. This enables the son to have full control within the family business slimng, especial- stable is - very often - encouraged by jam- son of Leong Hoy Kum, who leads the Mah
of the company and the ability to dictate the Iy if they are the youngest individual bearing ilies. "Many of the entrepreneurial next gens Sing Group. RHL Ventures champions Asean
future direction of the company. On the other the family name.

find their own funding to start their new ven- growth stories by taking a 10% 10 30% stake

hand, the father receives the proceeds from the Other observers estimate the number of tures, bui some have been given family cash in businesses that want to operate in Southsale o1 his stake. This can then be distributed next-generation members who start their own to gel them off the ground, though this is usu- east Asia. it has made three investments so

to his other children, through a trust or will. business could be as high as 40%. They may ally personal money. not an investment from far, comprising a healthcare platform, a sports
More often than not, however, the parents not be able to implement changes or shape the the family firm. " notes the PWC study. Some chatbot and a concert mobile application. "My
tend to encourage theirchildren to jointhe ram- future of Ihe business, says Lombard Odinr's families, PWC found, believe the younger gen- mum is a big believer in charting your destiny, "
ily business. As such, a big chunk of wealth is Wong. And they may not even be earmarked eration who have worked outside the family says Lau. "As the world becomes increasingly
also usually transferred to the successor of the for key positions. Among those surveyed by business can bring new approaches to solve global, we have seen more people falling behind. RHL aims to create a platform that 10sfamily business. And, the chitdren are given PWC, many are also inspired by their family's challenges in the family business.
senior positions and at an increasingly young- enterprising spirit 10 start their own venture.
One of the most prominent examples o1 a Iers real innovation [that has scale] and leaves
er age, says Tan. "in the past 10 years, there
Indeed, more businesses are being started "next generation" starting their own venture no one behind. "

has been a transition where more offspring are than ever before, especially in Asia. According comes from the Kuok family, Asia's 15th rich- in Thailand, Korawad Chearavanoni, grandcoming into the business earlier than we have to UBS' Billionaire insights 2017, most billion- est family on the Forbes 20181ist. Kuok Meng son of the head of the Charoen Pokphand conever seen before. But the patriarch or main- aires in Asia and the Us are self-made men. Ru, son of Kuok Khoon Hong, the nephew of 810merate, has gone on his own path as well.
arch is still the decision maker. it is still very There has been a rapid growth in the num- Malaysian tycoon Robert Kuok and founder He founded a mobile messaging platform for

traditional - they run it as a paternal1stIC or ber of billionaires in this region, with wealth and CEO of agribusiness giant Wilmar, chan- large companies caned Eko Communications.
maternal1stIC type of structure. "
creation driven by technology. Spurred by this nelled his interest in music into a business. He it serves clients, including Charoen Pokphand
This can be seen in conglomerates, of which trend, entrepreneurs, even from the richest jam- is the co-founder of BandLab Technologies, a Foods and Than achart Bank, and is backed
"a different piece of the empire" is given to a illes, are starling more businesses than ever. music making start-up, and the managing di- by prominent venture capitalists, including
son or daughter-in-law to lead, says Tan. Those "Entrepreneurs will continue to benefit from rector of music gear retailer Swee Lee. Meng 500 Startups and Gobi Partners. it has raised
who are in theirlaie 30s or early 40s are usu- megatrends such as accelerating technological Ru also bought a 49% stake in global music more than Us $9 million. Korawad's family
ally appointed as heads of divisions or a sub- change, Asian urbanisation and ongoing finan- brand Rolling Stone. His brother, Meng Han, is business has one of the world's biggest ansidiary, he explains.
cialisation, " says the UBS report.
the founder of Camiech Management, which jinai feed and livestock operations, and his
However, only 20% of childrenjoin the fom- Meanwhile, most family firms are tran- incubates biotech, diagnostics and technolo- father, Suphachai Chearavanont, and his sib-

ily business, says Lombard Odier's Wong. The sinoning from the second generation to Ihe gy start-ups.
majority either prefer to start their own busi- third. "As business families grow beyond the Meanwhile, Wee Teng Wen, son of UOB

lings are worth Us $30 billion.
Another descendant of one of the richest

ness or pursue a high-flying career at a pres- second generation, it is only natural that not CEO Wee Ee Chong, is running a hospital- families in Southeast Asia to step outside of

jigious company, she says. "[The main reason] every member of the much larger group of ity and restaurant business. The Lo & Be- the family stable is Howard Sy. His grandfather,
they want to branch out is because they are cousins joins the family firm. IA similar case hold Group started in 2005 with a capital of Henry Sy, is worth more than Us $20 binion and

bored with the family business. 11 doesn't en- ISI half-siblings in hybrid families: The larger Us $400,000. The group operates upsca!e res- controls SM Investtnents with businesses that
LOMBARDODIER

PICTtiRes CREDIT suissE

range from malls to banks and mining. Howatd started StorageMart, a self-storage coinpany based in Makati, Phihppines. That is a
move, he claims, that was inspired by watching American reality TV series Storage Wars

Surr~sinn planning
The inclination of the younger generations to
,..
,

sinke out on their own could be a future probIQm for the continued success of the family busi-

ness. The sibling who exhibiis entrepreneurial qualities and attitude - suitable 10 lead the
family business - usually wants to start his
own business. "I wouldn't say that those who
venture out ale the suitable ones to be a suc-

cussor. But there is a danger that that might be

the case, " says Wong of Lombard Odier.
So, how do you solve the problem of chitWong: it succession planning is not discussed
explicitly, it is a disruption from within

Young:in Asia, alotof reamlsnowlnthetransMon
phase

Tan says most of the founders of businesses in
SoutheastAslatendtostillstayinthe business

dren not wanting to join the family business?
One way is to set up veniure capital arms
CONTINUES O" P. GE ,a
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Private banks run next-gen programmes to keep business in family
ALBERTCHLiA/THEEOGE9,16APORE

an interview that, ach. laity, some dients whom
he met in Hong Kong had told him they found

stream of dividends. Still

the movie - based on what they had seen in

Each situation is unique, but

thenBiler - exaggerated andofl^nsive. 'They
felt a bit insulted that they are being caricatured
and PIgeon-holed as the rich, spoiled. next
generation, ' ' he says.
K is global head of Cm Private Bank's socalled next-generatlon programme, an initiative

programme paindpantscan

a difference in society, they have
to learn how to grow. and not
merely preserve, their I^in11y's
wealth. The adage that wealth
does notlast beyondthethird
generation has rung true; studies
have shown that just 20% of
I^in 11y businesses flourish into the
second gene, ation and only 5%

learn how other namilies before

make it to the third. "That's a very

them have dealt with the same

hlgh attinon rate, " says K.

that private banks have for high-net-worth

says K. "But I've not seen

K says the varioustypes of 'next wealth managers to run multiple,

clients and their children. Apart from investrnent
advice, the programmes cover a range of

them in my next-generation

generation' havedMerenlpriormes differing programmes. There are

activities and courses: Credit Suisse holds

on life would be difrerent from those in their 30s,

tasting session in New York with 10n Bon Jovi's

they wouldn't be interested to take part
anyway. There's too much reading to do, " says
K, referring to the rigorous preparation work

50n lesse. Lombard adjer, meanwhile. shares

before the scions meet for each of the multi-

its own story with the clients' it is now run by
the sixth and seventh generation of the firm's

day programmes.

their 50s, already decision makers, but who still
have to acquiesce to the family patriarch.
K seems especially proud of one programme
on "'exponential technologles", which he
started last year. The aim of the programme is
to help families, many of whom have built up

when diflb, ences occur. Some

BY C"A" C"AO PE"

Money K has not seen the movie 00zy Rich
Asiansnor, ead the book that it is based on. And
he 15 not leen to. He tells The Ed^? Singapore in

art appredation classes and UBS ran a wine-

founding families

K, for Cm, has brought participants to visit

fomlly branches might rent
totaletheleadand manage
the empire. while others are
just happy to receive a regular
others might want to cash out.

As he explains, the various

Issues.

types of "next generation' ' have

"There are some crazy rich

different priorities that require

Asians out there. I'm sure, "

those in their 20s whose outlook

programmes. Most probably,

who may already be holding key positions in the
family businesses. Then, there are also those in

He believes that the vast majority of wealthy
people hare a sense of social responsibility and are
active in charity work. While the older generation

start-upsin Silicon \^Iley;Invlted Hat^to

usedto practise"cheque book philanthropy", the

professors to lead case sb. Idy discussionsj and
roped incolleaguestoimpartto paindpantsthe
finer aspects of capital management. Other

younger generation, because of their education.
want to do something with more sodallmpact,
such as addresslr^ inequality. "It is not all about
materialism. tou'd be surprised how the nott

their store of wealth in traditional industries,

I^in11y gorernance. Many fomilies often I^re what

generation sadmces time, effort and money to
pursue theircauses. msreally humbling, " says

of Technology, insisted on taking part in the
programme along with his son.

15known as'the cousin consortium", whlchis a

K. "I've never donesurveys, but yeah, aazy Rich

growing concern as wealth gets transforred and

Asians? aazy. "

versions of Cm's next-generation programmes

haremduded sessionson estate planning and

namilies expandintothethirdgeneration. That is

The companies hosting the participants are
Cmbank's corporate banking clients, and all
are happy to showcase what they can do.
' 'Potentially. the participants can be investors or
partners, " K explains.
it is not allworkandnoplay, though. A

regularitem on the agendaforthe Silicon Valley
programme is dinner overlooking a vineyard.
"Some of the best netoorking tales place over
a glass of wine, " K adds. The participants leep in
touch after finishing the programmes and some
matches beyondbuslness havealso been made;
Kdlsclosesthatthere havebeentwomarriages
among his charges.
At the end of the day. the wealth managers
also have their own reasons for trying to

build ties with the next generation: A fruitful
relationship with a family patriarch that has
lasted years is no guarantee the family will
remain as a client. Management consultants at
MCKinsey have done studies showing how 909'
of the Inheritors want to change the Ir private

bankers, some simply because "they don't
want to use their father's bank". says K. PWC,
meanwhile, estimates that proportion at 50%.

For now, Citi says it does business with

manage disruptive challenges ahead. K recalls

one-third of Asia's billionaire families. "We are

how a 72-year-old client. an engineering

working on the other two-thirds, " quips K.
"Whatever the percentage, 25%, 50% or 90%,
litj is still a cause for worry for any private bank.
We want to engage the next generation, build
relationships with them. This is a very sticky
programme. and it helps to keep the buslness in

graduate from the renowned California Institute
During the three-day course in Silicon Valley,
participants visit both start-ups working on

Before the younger generation is able to male

poised to disrupt traditional business models.

breakthrough projects and tech companies

the bank. "
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Wealth advisers remain popular, but
Asia's young and rich venture out
B TR, "ITY C"UA & ,EFFREY TAN

markets by looking for investment elsewhere.
says Anurag Mahesh, Asia-Padfic head of the

its associates manage some S77.2 billion worth
of real estate assets across the region. Forbes

The next generation among Asia's rich will be

global family office groupat UBS Global Wealth

estimates the elder Lim, whose lather was a

playing an increasingly critical role in managing
their families' wealth. Accordlng to some wealth

Management.

schoolteacher, to haveanet worth of UsS780

managers, some families are happy to let
their children handle the money, but more are
getting professionals to do so. Family of fices

But while there is growing interest in private
equity deals. the bulk of family wealth is still
typically invested intraditionalasset classes.
"People here still like real estate investment

million ($1.07 billion).

are now a growing source of investment funds.

trusts, bonds. things with recurring cash flow.

the next generation. you should diversify. But
for us, it still makes sense to focus on our key

For example, for the recent listing of Ternasek

Most of them want to ensure a good chunk of

strength 11n real estatel. " says Andy. who 15 the

Holdings-linked Astrea's private equity bonds,

itheir wealth isl in stable, recurring cash flow
You will see that Iin areas such asj real estate. A
very diversified portfolio of bonds is becoming
very popular, " says Tan Kuan Ern, head of
Singapore coverage for investment banking and

executive director of the IL Family Office, which
is the Lim fomily's investrient holding company.
jus portfolio includes ARA Real Estate and Fund

Business Leaders 2016.

a quarter of the offer was taken up by family
offices

Even if the families do not entrust everything

to the professlonals, they are giving them a
bigger proportion of their wealth to manage,
says Young Jin Yee, managing director and

market group head for Singapore at Credit
Suisse. Still, that does not mean the younger
generation Is not interested in investments.

Rather, they are simply more selective in their
approach. They will be "hands on" where they
have a personal interest, especially when it
comes to private equity deals.
For example, some of the next generation
family members havejoined managers of
Incubator funds to visit companies in Israel. a
hotbed of high technology start-ups. "They

are also [interested] in deals that are more
private in nature, such as private equity deals or
mezzanine deals. They are personally involved
because that's their interest, " she says .
According to UBS. two out of every five

clients are allocating a bigger proportion of
their portfolio to this asset class. Many Asian

family offices are actively evaluating private
equity deals, weighing the risks and returns
versus public market opportunities. They are
also redudng their concentration on home

capital markets at Credit Suisse.
In fact, in the context of the longest Us bull
market run in hlstory, equities have remained

popular among Singapore fomlly offices
According to the 2017 UBS Global Family Office
Report, 22.1% of the fomlly portfolios are
allocated equities, although real estate is a close
number two with 20.4%.

Wealth goath venus
wealth preservation

" feel that we are still in the growth phase

of the business. A lot of people suggest that as

an unprecedented scale. Yet, several different
surveys point to a worry Ing trend: the majority
of the families are not quite adapting to changes.
A survey by PWC found that fewer than half
of family businesses have discussed the threat

of technology disruption at the board level. One
in three members of the next generation say
they have a hard time getting the business to
understand the urgency to go digital, according
to PWC's Next Generation Survey of Family
Am Asia, a venture firm based here, in
November last year surveyed 100 fomily

Management as well as Straits Real Estate. a

business prlndpals and heads of family offices.

joint venture between the fomily office and The
Straits Trading Coin 2013.
Besides real estate, Andy invests in stocks

About 73% of pantcipants admit that their
business is at risk of disruption. Almost the
same number, 77%, feels that a generation al

and bonds too. He is targeting reti. Irns of inidto-high single-digit percentages a year. The
intention. he says, is to eventually use some of
this wealth to grow his real estate play.
Growing the I^mmy business, he says, is the

gap poses a hurdle to conversations about tech

best way to preserve wealth. "To be prudent,
to successfully preserve our wealth now. It
also means to continue to grow. It is our hedge

disruption between generations.
This could have nudged the younger

generation to go out and find investments
among start-ups and new industries. Monk's

Hill Ventures managing partner Lim Kuo-Yl
estimates that the number of next generation
members Interested in venture capital has
grown nearly three times In the past two to
three years' "This comes from an increasing
awareness of how technology is driving change

Most of the families in Asia-Padfic are still

against current economic uncertainties. " he
explains. "The privllege that I have compared

headed by the founding patriarchs, and the
hunger for growth remains strong. According

with my father's is I can choose to manage my
risks a bit better because I have more options to

to UBS. 25% of Asia-Pacmc families prloritise
wealth preservation, versus 40.6% that want

take a more calculated risk that my dad may or

their existing businesses may be af fected. " he

may not have [had] at that time. "

says.

Faclng disruption

Whether thesetech fomys with their renti. Ire
capitalist counterparts will pay off or otherwise,
only time will tell. But John Kim, managing partrier

to grow. Quite often, the ambition transcends

and is a form of defensive investment where

generations.
"My dad is a first-generation entrepreneur.

A5 entrepreneurs who built their wealth by

Igot to see his whole entrepreneurial journey,
and that process rubbed off on me, ' ' says Andy

these buslness families should also be sensmve

Lim, whose father, John Lim. co- founded ARA

to changes in the business environment.

of Am Asia, says, "Therea, ethose whogiveup
alter one foiluie. But what may help is namily
officesl should invest in technology with intention

Asset Management, with the backing of Hong

Traditional industries and business models

That means looking at liong-termj plans of how

Kong tycoon Li Ka-Shing. Tbday, the firm and

are being disrupted by new technologies on

these inrestrnents wlll play out. "

sensing and growing new growth markets,

Succession planning requires clearandti'ansparent communication
PICTURES INSEAD

FRO" PAGE 11

bard Odier's Wong. "The core investment is

under the family business, says Wong. This

meant to be sustainable. 11 has to grow SIead-

is to allow the next generation the freedom

ily over time at a rate that doesn't nuciuate

to start their own business. Yet, at the same

that much. "

time, they are not totally out of the jami-

Indeed, today's globalised economy pre-

Iy business because their business is tied to

sents challenges that were not necessarily

the VC. Wong says if the start-up thrives, it

so prevalent in the earlier generations. This
means new considerations for the family's
decision makers. They need to think broad-

could be reoriented to become the new core

family business.
Sometimes, it is inevitable to pick the less

er, says Wong. She describes a client of con-

suitable successor. But this does not mean that

siderable means who is known as the War-

it will leopardise the long-term success of the

ren Buffet of Thailand. After this person

family business, says Wong. She says this can
be circumvented by putting in place good ad-

met Wong, he became aware that his assets,
which largely comprised Thai stocks and real

visers to support the successor and coinpen-

estate, have a high home bias. This meant

that his portfolio has much of its risk pro-

sale for his weaknesses.

file concentrated in Thailand. '"He realised

Ultimately, clear and transparent coinmuni-

cation among all family members is required Carlod, (left) and Lohintheirbook:The ultimate aimistomakethelamily'51mplidt expectations and
in succession planning. Wong recalls a client aspirations explicit
who had groomed his eldest child to eventu-

ally succeed him in leading the family busi- There is no right or wrong decision. They re- example, what types of returns does the jamness. However, upon his retirement, he felt that ally need to understand what thrives within 11y expect from the business and what types

the younger sibling was a more suitable can- the family. There isn't a best answer. There is of financial investments is the family willing
didate. Wong says this led to confusion and only an answer suitable for each family 10n a to make. if there is not a clear meeting of the
embarrassment for the eldest child. This jin~ case-by-case basisl. That can only come out minds by the family, then every investment

pacts not just relationships within the family if they are ready to express, listen and de- or financial decision becomes a potential conbut also the business, because the child had cide, " she says.

incl, " they say

been working in the family business and had Rande! S Carlock, the Betghmans Lhoist
chaired professorin entrepreneurial leadership For posterity
built relationships with clients.

Wong says families need to understand allNSEAD; and Loh Keng-Fun, managing part- While it would appear Ihat in Europe, the
what their priorities and objectives are in ner at Family and Business Learnings; are in full home of "old money", the focus is on wealth

life. Is it to preserve the family or the busi- agreement. The two are co-authors of a family preservation, Ihat and growing wealth are
ness; "11 you are prepared for the business business planning book entitled A Family Bust- not mutually exclusive, wealth managers say.

not to do as well without a hungry, aggres- ness on the Moon that was launched recently. "You need to be able to grow wealth in a sys-

Ithatl he needed to diversify out of Thailand, " says Wong
At the end of the day, the great wealth

transfer may be debunked as a myth in some
quarters, as the baby boomers, current cusrodians of this wealth, are said to be likely
10 want to retire in luxury and are expect-

ed to spend considerable amounts of money doing so. But there is no denying Ihai
the richest generation in history, who rode
decades of strong economic growth and development, are ageing and are likely going
10 have 10 seek successors for their enter-

prises and fortunes. And, just as their forefathers have been responsible for much of
that growth and development, the next generation that takes over is inheriting the re-

sive leader, sure. For some families, it may "The ultimate aim is to make the family's jin- Reinatic and sustainable fashion. in that same sponsibility for progress. - With additional
^
be more important to preserve relationships. PIicit expectations and aspirations explicit. For breath, you're actually preserving, says Loin- reporting by Trinity Chua
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Dealmakers move fom golf clubs to private
lounges, seek diversity in urban settings
THE LO& BE, IDLDGROL,

GOLDENEOL, 10R

HOLLANDSECLUB

10A" NG

he fifth floor of Duo Tower in Bugis
houses the offices of Golden Equator, a
private equity and venture capital fund
manager that also runs a family office
and business consultancy, Tables are

,

neatly grouped in clusters for the various units
of the company; there are booths for meetings,
reading areas with newspapers, as well as a cafe.
But there is more to Golden Equator's offices
than meets the eye. At one end of the floor,
set in the wall, is a hidden panel. it offers, to
the in-line-know, access 10 an exclusive space
for dealmaking. A wall slides open to reveal a
Catsby-esque room, with leather banqueties
and an impressive collection of whisky. This
is Door XXV, which the likes of Japanese venture capitalist Taizo Son frequent
it used to be that entrepreneurs and busi-

Wee: It's an exciting time to be in Singapore, where

Gennas: It was clear that continuing with the same

there are many passionate people drlvlng change

operating model would not save the I"o11andse Clubl

anCSS dinerent industries and causes

from finandal failure

Chua: Door XXV has hosted a variety of small-group,
cosy business and lifestyle events for members to
Iacllitatenetworklng opportunities

announcement on this collaboration in due
nessmen spent their weekends playing golf and mars, artists, politicians, bankers, clerics, writ- Creating an ecosystem
networking on the greens or in country clubs. ers, professors, industry leaders, NGO founders, Roger Egan, co-founder of online grocer Red- time, " she says.
But places such as Door XXV are fast gaining union leaders, celebrtties. at least one astronaut, Mart, never thought to join a social club. "I

popularity. Shiney CrystalChua, CEO of Golden sex workers and students would gather round don't have a lot of leisure time, " says Egan. Adapting to new demands
Equator, which runs Door XXV, says the space the table to engage in civil discoorse, " he says. Even when he was asked by Wee to consider Nevertheless, the older, more established clubs
is "a speakeasy-like enclave for C-suites and "To me, this is how humans evolve: By convers- joining Straits Clan, he was hesitant. "As an do not seem to be in danger of extinction. AVI
decisionmakers, where they can have private ing; by constandy chanel^ing the status quo. " entrepreneur, I didn't know how much rime I Him arsing hani, co-founder and CEO of enterdiscussions". Members do notjusr go there for At 1880's premises in Robertson Quay, round- would have. I've never been part of a club be- lainment company Rewind Networks, says he

drinks, but to meet the right people and get table discussions are attended by upwards of fore. and although I thought the idea was great, is still making full use of his memberships at
250 people. "We've done Iaiks on freedom of I didn't know exactly what would manifest. " both the Tanglin Club and the Singapore Swimthe right help.
"Door XXV has hosted and will periodical- the press, gender equality, being gay in Singa- Since joining Straits Clan, however, Egan ming Club. "I tend to use the Tanglin Club

Iy hosi a variety of small-group, cosy business pore, a post-Kim/Trump Summit, the increas- has gained more than he expected. On a re- for meals with business partners and clients,
and lifestyle events for members to facilitate ing irrelevance of the Us, and the impact of cent night, he says, he met a local entrepre- The Singapore Swimming Club is close to my
nanr. "He bought me a drink, then I bought home and we use it for family get-togethers
networking opportunities, " Chua says. Form- smartphones on kids, " says Nicholson.
Straits Clan co-founder Wee Teng Wen has him a drink, then his friends joined us. and and meals. " he says
Meanwhile, the clubs are themselves evolvrow series, where female professionals, found- similar ideals. "it's an exciting time 10 be in my friendsjoined us, " he says. "The serendipers and C-level executives gathered to network Singapore, where there are many passionate ity of running into the right person becomes a ing. The Hollandse Club, which was founded
and for seminars,
people driving change across different indus- high probability instead of a low probability. " in 1908 by Dutch entrepreneur Jacob Chrisstance. Door XXV hosted a Women of Tomor-

Members of Door XXV can also host their tries and causes, but working in silos with Egan says he also likes that the club is in tian Koopman, is one example. in 2015, faced
own events in the space, with Door XXV sup little opportunity to cross-pollinate. There is town, which allows him to use it for meetings with the prospect of bankruptcy, the club

PIementing the guest list, For example, one currently no central gathering place in Singa- and company events. And, he enjoys the special on Camden Park had 10 make drastic changmember wanted 10 meet people in the invest- pore where they can meet and cultivate rela- events Ihai Straits Clan holds. For instance, in es. "We only had a few months of operating
merits business and hosted a networking event tionships with other like-minded individuals March, the club played host to molecular biol- cash flows. it was clear that continuing with
for her own associates as well as Door XXV from different backgrounds, " says Wee, who o81st-turned-Buddhist monk Malthieu Ricard. the same operating model would not save the
Chua of Golden Equator says members of club from financial failure. Our membership
members who met the profile. in the future, is also managing director of The Lo & Behold
Door XXV and SPECTRUM. another business base was going down fast and our main F&B
Chua says, Door XXV will also host master Group, which runs Straits Clan.
The club, which opened in May, now has club that her company runs. have similar ex- operations were losing over $200,000 a year, "
classes on subjects such as whisky or wines
over 800 members from differeni walks of lite. penences. "Golden Equator and SPECTRUM says club president Daniel Gelinas
"We've created different membership categories have built an end-to-end blockchain and cryp- Rather than close or merge with another
Con"ecUng people

Social clubs became popular in the 19th cen- to make for an accessible platform regardless of to currency ecosystem through its network club, Hollandse Club chose to introduce soIury and have grown ever since. Golfers were industry, age, gender, background or econom- and members. A few months back, we had a cial memberships. " [This was a departure]
often members of country clubs. And in cities, ics, " Wee says. "We've got members who are casual evening drink at Door XXV in which from the traditional lifetime memberships at

there were gentlemen's clubs where men went corporate lawyers by day and poets by lunch; a few companies in Ihis blockchain ecosys- country clubs, where members need to buy an
to eat, drink, socialse and even read. Foreign- hedge fund managers who are art patrons; ar- tern attended. We explored the potential of a equity-like portion. .. Our social members do

ers who settled in Singapore started various chitects with a passion for politics. That plays collaboration and the initial agreement was not have to put any money down, " Gelinas exclubs of their own. The Straits Chinese Recre- to the community we're trying to create. "
at ion Club, for instance, was founded at the
end of 1884 for settlers from Mainland China

reached that evening, and we will make the plains, adding that these members would forgo the right to vote on club matters. To maxjinise rental revenue, the club also outsourced

The British Club here was registered in 1983

its F&B operations, rented out a unit to a dance

for British citizens'

studio and opened a co- working space.
The financial impact of these changes has

These clubs had a variety of objectives - some
collununal, others commercial - but tended to

^:

share one thing in coriumon: They were an about

*

,

exclusivity. Gentlemen's clubs prohibited wornen, while the national clubs were open to coun-

hymen only. And the country clubs, with huge
jointng fees, tended to be for the very wealthy.
Modern-day social clubs, however, are about

connecting individuals rather than keeping
them out. Marc Nicholson, founder of 1880

Singapore, says he wants to "bring together
a collection of different minds - people who
create things, people who fund projects, and
people who build stuff - and use the space
to address the issues we face. "

Nicholson's parents have for years hosted
a weekly dinner party that came to be known
as The Nicholson's Wednesday Night Econom-

an ..
.
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.

,
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been positive. "in 2015, the club lost over
$700,000, " Cellnas says. "We still anticipate a
loss of about $200,000 in 2018 if all continues

as planned, with a return to breakeven for 2019.
The financial turnaround has been much slow-

er than anticipated, bur the club resurgence is
palpable, with an increase from 650 to over 850
members, " He believes the club can be profitable after 2019.

in its embrace of greater diversity, Hollandse Club appears to be on the right track.
Wee of Straits Clan points out that the early

clan organisations were created for an jinmigrant society. "These groups brought people
together and helped them find new OPPoriunities, " he says. Modern city dwellers are seeking the same thing, but with greater empha-

to and Political Salon. "Week after week, diplo- DoorXXVlsaspealeasy-linerdanlOrC-^ithsanddecisimtrrialers, chantheycanhaveprlvatedl. n. colons sis on inclusion.
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